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Magic-angle spinning (MAS) solid-state nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (SSNMR) spectroscopy is rapidly developing as a technique
for the atomic-level characterization of structure and dynamics of
biomacromolecules not amenable to analysis by X-ray crystal-
lography or solution NMR.1-5 While nearly complete resonance
assignments have been achieved for multiple13C,15N-enriched
proteins up to∼100 aa,1,2 enabling the determination of relatively
high-resolution 3D protein structures in several cases,6-8 studies
of this type are generally hampered by the availability of a limited
number of long range (>5 Å) structural restraints.

Here we investigate the possibility of deriving long range (∼10
to 20 Å) restraints from MAS SSNMR spectra of13C,15N-enriched
proteins containing a covalently attached paramagnetic moiety. In
general, the presence of unpaired electrons leads to electron-nucleus
distance-dependent NMR chemical shift changes and enhanced
longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates,9,10 and these effects
have been successfully exploited in solution-state NMR studies of
macromolecular structure.11,12 On the other hand, the majority of
MAS NMR studies of paramagnetic solids to date have been carried
out on metal coordination complexes,13-17 and only very recently
have the initial applications to paramagnetic metalloproteins been
reported.18-20 We focus here on proteins containing a bound
nitroxide spin label. Nitroxide radicals, characterized by relatively
large electronic relaxation time constants (T1e, T2e g ∼100 ns) and
smallg-anisotropy,10,11,21are expected to significantly enhance the
transverse relaxation of the neighboring nuclei in immobilized
proteins (with rate constantR2 ∝ γI

2/r6, whereγI is the gyromagnetic
ratio of the nuclear spinI and r is the electron-nucleus distance),
while generating negligible pseudocontact shifts.10 A nitroxide side-
chain (R1) (or its diamagnetic analogue, R1′, used here as a negative
control) can be incorporated into proteins using the site-directed
spin-labeling approach developed by Hubbell and co-workers22

(Figure S1, Supporting Information), where a cysteine residue is
introduced at the desired position in the protein using site-directed
mutagenesis followed by the specific reaction of the thiol group
with a suitable reagent.

A model 56 aa protein, B1 immunoglobulin-binding domain of
protein G (GB1), was used in this study. GB1, which contains no
native cysteines, has been extensively studied using biophysical
and spectroscopic techniques, and detailed information about its
structure, dynamics, and folding is available, including 3D solution23

and crystal24 structures and the complete13C and15N resonance
assignments in the solid state.25 R1 and R1′ side-chains were
incorporated at solvent-exposed sites in theR-helix (residue 28)
andâ4-strand (residue 53) as described in the Supporting Informa-
tion (for brevity the proteins are named 28R1, 28R1′, 53R1, and
53R1′). Solution and SSNMR chemical shifts, and solution
transverse relaxation enhancements reveal that these GB1 analogues
retain the wild-type fold (Figures S2-S5). SSNMR measurements

were performed on (i) microcrystalline13C,15N-labeled diamagnetic
proteins (28R1′ and 53R1′) and (ii) 13C,15N-28R1 (53R1) diluted
in a diamagnetic matrix by cocrystallization with natural abundance
28R1′ (53R1′) in ∼1:3 molar ratio (to minimize intermolecular
electron-nuclear dipolar couplings).

2D 15N-13CR spectra of 53R1/53R1′ and 28R1/28R1′ acquired
at ∼11 kHz MAS rate are shown in Figure 1A,D. Backbone15N
and13C assignments for 28R1′ and 53R1′ (Figure S5) were obtained
using 2D 15N-(13CR)-13CX, 15N-(13C′)-13CX, and 13C-13C experi-
ments, and relatively well-resolved correlations (∼50% of residues)
are indicated. Notably,∼25 to 50% of cross-peaks exhibit signifi-
cantly reduced intensities in the R1 spectra relative to R1′. In addi-
tion, 15N-13CR correlations, which are detected in both spectra, dis-
play only minor linebroadening for R1 (∼5 to 30 Hz for13C and
∼2 to 10 Hz for15N), and essentially identical resonance frequencies
indicating negligible pseudocontact shifts. Given that 53R1′ and
28R1′ adopt the GB1 fold, the reduced cross-peak intensities in
R1 spectra are found to be highly correlated with the proximity of
the corresponding nuclei to the spin label. For example, T25 and
V29 (R-helix) are among the least affected correlations in the 53R1
spectrum, whereas I6 (â1-strand) and T49 (loop betweenâ3 and
â4) peaks are effectively suppressed. While the precise conforma-
tion of R1 (and hence the spin-label location) in 53R1 is currently
unknown, the1HN, 15N, and13CR atoms are likely to be within∼10
Å of the electron for I6 and T49, and∼20 Å away for T25 and
V29 (Figure S7). This spin topology is roughly reversed in 28R1
(T25/V29 and I6/T49 are∼5 to 10 Å and∼15 to 20 Å from the
radical, respectively), resulting in T25/V29 (I6/T49) correlations
being among those most (least) suppressed. The modulation of peak
intensities, based on each residue’s proximity to the electron spin
(Figure S7), persists throughout both 53R1 and 28R1. Figure 1
shows the relative cross-peak intensities (heights) in R1/R1′ spectra
as a function of residue location in the primary (B,E) and tertiary
(C,F) protein structure. For 53R1, the relaxation effects due to the
spin label are largest for residues in theâ1-â4 strands and
connecting loops, while for 28R1 the most strongly affected residues
are found in theR-helix and adjacent loops. Note that these data
are in qualitative agreement with the solution-state paramagnetic
relaxation enhancements for 28R1 and 53R1 shown in Figure S4.

Dipolar contributions to1H, 13C, and15N transverse relaxation
rates due to the spin label were estimated using the Solomon-
Bloembergen equation,9,10 assuming an electron correlation time
of 100 ns (Figures S8 and S9). These calculations indicate that the
reduced cross-peak intensities in R1 spectra result primarily from
the decay of transverse1H and13C coherences during1H-15N and
15N-13CR cross-polarization (CP) steps, respectively, and are further
supported by measurements of magnetization decay during spin-
lock pulses (Figure S10). Under our experimental conditions (0.15
ms1H-15N CP, 3 ms15N-13CR CP), cross-peaks arising from nuclei
within ∼10 Å of the spin label are expected to be at most∼20%
as intense for R1 relative to R1′, even in the absence of additional
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15N and 13C paramagnetic linebroadening duringt1 and t2. By
contrast, correlations involving nuclei∼15 to 20 Å away from the
radical are expected to retain∼85 to 95% of the reference intensity
and experience only moderate linebroadening in the15N and 13C
dimensions (Figure S8). Although still rather qualitative at this stage,
these estimates are consistent with the cross-peak intensities
observed experimentally for 28R1/53R1.

In conclusion, we have shown that high-resolution 2D MAS
SSNMR spectra recorded on spin-labeled proteins can be used to
obtain site-specific structural restraints for nuclei∼10 to 20 Å from
the radical. While the determination of quantitative distance
restraints using this approach will, at the very least, require accurate,
site-resolved measurements of nuclear relaxation rates (using 3D
or 4D pulse schemes incorporating variable relaxation delays), and
possibly additional data about electron correlation times and R1
conformation, these restraints provide valuable information about
the protein fold on length scales inaccessible to traditional SSNMR
methods, even in their current qualitative form. Furthermore, this
approach can potentially be extended to editing of SSNMR spectra
of larger proteins, with the spin labels used to selectively suppress
NMR signals originating from nuclei within∼10 to 15 Å of the
electron and incorporation into proteins of paramagnetic tags with
different electronic properties.26
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Figure 1. (A) 500 MHz 15N-13CR spectra of 53R1 (red) and 53R1′ (blue) acquired at 11.111 kHz MAS (see Figure S6 for full caption). (B) Relative
cross-peak intensities (heights),I, in 53R1 and 53R1′ as a function of residue number. To account for possible differences in the amount of13C,15N-protein
in R1 and R1′ samples, we defineI ) (IR1/IR1′)/(IR1/IR1′)max, whereIR1 and IR1′ are the peak heights in R1 and R1′ spectra and (IR1/IR1′)max is the maximum
(IR1/IR1′) value for the R1/R1′ pair (found here to be∼0.7 to 0.8). For peaks where no quantitative measurement could be made because of overlap,I was
set to zero. (C) Ribbon diagram of GB1 (PDB ID: 1pga),24 with the I values mapped onto the structure and color coded as indicated in the figure. Residues
for which I was not determined are colored in gray, and the R1/R1′ incorporation site is indicated by a sphere on the CR atom. (D-F) Same as panels A-C
but for 28R1/28R1′. Typical protein backbone-spin-label distances for secondary structure elements: (28R1) 15-20 Å (â1), 20 Å (â2), 5-10 Å (R), 10-15
Å (â3,â4); (53R1) 10-20 Å (â1), 10-15 Å (â2), 20 Å (R), 10 Å (â3,â4). Estimated uncertainties for individual distances due to unknown R1 conformation
are ca.(2.5 Å (Figure S7).
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